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Th.e flgures. in the margin indbate fiiil mlr;rlss
' 
for the questions ,

SBctlolr-A

1. Choose the correct answer : , lxlo:lo
(a) Which of the follorring relations is

s5rmrnetric but neither reflexive nor
transitive? r.::r ., ,

(L) & = {!a bl I a2 +.b2 = r} o1trr1 seJ of
real numbers'

(ii) R2 = {@ bl I ta- bl is divisibie by 3}
on the set of ali integers , ,

(iii) & = {(q bl I a is a multiple of b} on
the set of natural numbers .

(iu) Ra = {@ bl lL + ab > 0} on the set of
real numbers ir ,. -
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(h) If a and. b die, 

"115r', 
t*.o

group G, theil !o-rg;-r O*

(t) o-t|-r , r,

(ii) at-r

(iii) b*lq

(iu) 6-1o-r

elements of a

qr

a group G, then
rs not true?

(c) If :a'is',an elenncrtt of
which of tlte fbllowing

(r) a,(4 * o{q-t}

(a) o(4 <.o{o.41

ftm) o:@>uo,n'zy

(iv) am * o(r-1a4, x€ G :

fdl Ttre value of siraflqgfil is , ,

' &']'[ t: ., 
,,,

@-r

{rtil! ii . ';'i', ii;'
' 

A ,i .i,.r ':.,,' i-',1 ,1i1

1

(ir, +
,12

Als:?CIootgtr 
: : 'ii'cbtuiliriupd.,:)

(31

(e) If (1 + x)n = do t a1x + a2x2 * a3x3 * .'.,
then a9 -a2 *ca - "' is

fti zt sinl{
4

lii) 2t 
"o"run4

n+l nnliiil 2 2 cos''
4

n-l
fid 2't sin m

4

(fl Which one of the following is true?

0 log"(-u +iB) = 
)tog"1u2 

+92) + itan-l 
fr

(ir) log"(a - iF) = Iro*"(o2 
*F2)-;tan-r 

fr

(iii) Iog.(cr - iF) =!Log.{o'+P2) - itan-l I

(iu) log.{u+ iP) = *ro*"(o2 
+9'l- itan-l E
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(g) If c, B, y, 6 are^ the roots of the equation
,4 + px3 + qx2 + rx +" = o,- 

--a;., 
the

value of :o2B is

(t) pr _ 4s

(ii) p2 -2q
(iii) -pq +3r
(iu) r2 -2qs

(h) If A is a symmetric matrix, then A)en,
where B is any square matrix of sameorder, is
(t) symmetric

(iE skew_symmetric

(lly' Hermitian

/iu/ skerv-Hermitian

(t) If the points 
1, ol: @2, a)and (xs, ys)

are collinear, then the rank of the matrix

(*, ur t)
lxz Uz 1l
l.". us r)

ls

(t) 3

(i4<3
(iii) > 3
(iu) > 3

A1s-2000/91
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(j) If the number of variables in a system of
non-homogeneous eqLrations AX = B is
n, then the system possesses a unique
solution, if

(E rank A < rank [A B]

(ir) rank A > rank [A B]

(iii) rank A = rank IA B\ = n

[u/ None of the above

SecrtoN-B

2. Give answers to the following questions :

2x5=lO

(a) With an example, show that we can
have maps / and I such that 9'l is

one-one and onto but f need not be onto

and g need not be one-one.

(b) If A and B are symmetric matrices, then
show tlnat AB is symmetric if and only if
AB = BA.

(c) Prove that every cyclic group is Abelian'
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(d) Expand sin3 x in ascending powers of x.

(e) Solve the equation

2x4 _3x3 _3x2 _3x_1 =0
which has one root l+JI.

SECTIoN_C

3. Answer any four parts : 5x4=2O

(a) Let G be a group. For any ae G, define
equivalence class Cl(a) of a. If _ is an
equivalence relation on a non_empty set
X, then prove that for arry q be X
(t) Cl(a)+ Q

(i4 either Ct{a)n Cl(b) = Q or Cl(a) = Ci(b)

(iii) x = Ucr(")
aeX 1+4=5

(b) Prove that a mapping f : X _+y is
bijective if and only if I a mapping
g:Y --+ X such that g..,f and f og are
identity maps on Xand yrespectively. 

5

(c) Show that the union of two subgroups
of a group G is a subgroup if and only if
one of them is contained in the other. s
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(d) (t) If
cosct +cosB +cosy = sincr + sin$ *siny = g

then prove that

cos3cr +cos3B + cos3y = 3cos(cr + I + y)

and

sin3cr +sin3p + sin3y = 3 sin(cr + I + y)

64 Prove that
:

1-4t-i) =.,4n-rlg 3+2:5

(e) If o, B, Y are the roots of the equation

*3 + ot+ b = O, find the equation whose

roots are a2 +82,9' *y', y2 +o2. S

A If A is a non-singular matrlx, then show

that adj adj A =lAf -2 A 5

SEcTION-D

4. Answer arry one Part : 10

(a) (t) Suppose for fixed n > 1 and for all
a, b in a group G, (abln =anbn '

Show ttral (ab\n-t - 6n-ron-r.

(ir) Prove that an infinite cyclic group

has PreciselY two generators.
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(iii) Prove that a subgroup H of agroup
G is a normal subgroup in G if and
only if g-rhge H for all he H,
ge G. 2+4+4=to

(b) (E Show that a subgroup of index 2 ina group G is a normal subgroup
of G.

(iil If FI is a subgroup of a group G and
a.e G, then prove that

Ha=He>aeH
(iii) Let a, n(n > 1) be any integers such

that g.c.d. (q n) = 1, then prove that
oo(n) :1 (mod n) 3+!+5=19

5. Answer

l_x2

A1s-200o/91

(a)

arly one part : 10

If z is a complex number such that
the amplitude of "-l * n, 

thenz+L 4
show that the point z iies on a circlein the complex plane.
If x < ilZ -t), then prove that

_t( 2x )t r( zx \s-elr-",j .sl*)

(tE

2( *-!\s
^1_\x" +axs - ... I =trl.))

{e)

(tii) ff tan(cr+lB1 =x+ig, then prove
that *2 + A2 +2xcot2u-l = O and
*2 +A2 -2ycoth2$+1 =0. 3+3+4=10

(b) (il If a and b are complex numbers,
then show that

b*^[8 -a' l+ la- ^1", -br 1= la+ bl+ la-bl
(iL) Separate into its real part and

imaginary part of the qxpression
(cr + ig)x+ is'

ffzi Prove that

{1+coshO+sinh0)n
: 2' cosh' 9["o"irl9 +"irrr,I9')2\ 2 2)

3+{+3=16

6. Answer any two parts : 5x2=10

(a) If a, B, y are roots of the equation
*3 -p*2 +qx-r=O, find the value of

)9*I .',o )ot0t. suY g z

(b) (t) Find the equation whose roots are
the roots of the equation
x3 +3x2 - Bx + 1 = O, each increased
bv 1.
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(ii) Apply Descartes, rule of signs tofind the nature of roots of the
equation x6 -3x2 _2x_3 =O. 2+3=s

(c) If the equation x3 + px2 + qx +r = o has
a root cr + io, where p, e, r and crare reals, then prove that
@2 -zq11q2 -2pr) = 72. 

5

(d) Solve the following equation by Card<in,s
method x3 +9x2 + 15x _2S = 0. 5

7. Answer any ttuo parts : 5x2:1O
(a) Define a Hermitian matrix. prove that if

A is an n-rowed square matrix, then A is
Hermitian or skew_Hermitian according
as A is Hermitian or skew_Hermitian-

1 +4=5

(b) Let A and B be two n-rowed invertible
matrices. Show that AB is also ann-rowed invertible matrix and
(AB)-I - B-rA-1. 

s
(c) Reduce the matrix to the normal form

and hence determine its rank
(6 I 3 8\
Io 2 6 -rI
Ito 3 s ?l
Ito 4 t2 rc)

4+ 1=5

( Continued )
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(d) Show that the system of equations

x*!*z=6
x+29 +32 =L4
x+49+72=3A

is consistent and' solve them.

***


